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VirtuReal Cycling - indoor with virtual reality experience!

VirtuReal Cycling - indoor with virtual reality experience!

With VirtuReal Cycling, Praxtour brings the most beautiful

Results are stored in a personal scoreboard.

and challenging routes at various locations in Europe to you,

Useful as reference material for example in TimeRiding.

as if you’re really there! VirtuReal Cycling software,
combined with a Praxtour bike offers you the most realistic

Top-10. If you have completed your ride - and have been

indoor cycling experience. Climb the toughest climbs and

fast enough - your result is listed in the Top-10.

feel what the pros go through. Or take a downhill off the
peaks of the Alps along dizzying precipices. You can also

TimeRiding. This allows you to ride a time trial against

enjoy beautiful flat routes along beautiful rivers and

previously stored results.

sceneries.
Make use of the most user-friendly software and
choose your favourite route.

MultiRiding. Two to four Praxtours can be linked in a
The basis of the virtual cycling experience is the extremely

network, which can be used to ride races against others.

user-friendly software, VirtuReal Cycling. Designed to show

Time and distance differences are shown.

the route films in lifelike images and to simulate the

All personal results wil be stored.
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toughest climbs as accurately as possible. The associated

App. Use the Praxtour App to

Praxtour models are therefore built to cope with that. The

login or to transfer your results 		

Praxtour Power Console, with computer and 24’’ touchcreen

to your phone or to Strava.
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Race against three other components to make it even more exciting.

monitor is the vital link for the best performance.
Test & Training. Determine your heart rate-, rpm- and

Set up your personal profiel account and pick your challenge.

VirtuReal Cycling features Active Resistance. Therefore, like

wattagenumbers with the built-in Powertests and

in reality you feel the resistance being changed automatically

Trainingoptions.

with an incline or decline. By shifting gears you determine
the gravity and your speed, just like on a real bike. With your

Route Films. When purchasing a system. Praxtour

pedaling speed you determine the playback speed of the

provides a box with six route films. In addition, a wide

route film. All important information is displayed during the

range of boxes with alternate routes is available, both

ride.

challenging and difficult mountain passes and picturesque
recreational flat routes. For the current range of route

Levels are adjustable, from realistic to almost no resistance.

Determine your heart rate and wattage and train like a professional.

films go to www.praxtour.eu.

In short, whether you want to train extremely hard, to ride

The route appears and you can start directly! So pedal away!

a nice recreational bike ride or perhaps to rehabilitate in a

Free Updates of the program, often with new features

motivating way: Praxtour provides all abilities, as lifelike as

can regularly be downloaded from the Praxtour website

possible, so we can proudly say: The Closest to Reality.

www.praxtour.eu. On Facebook we will keep you informed
of new developments: facebook.com/Praxtour

Make use of one of these challenging routes.

Check www.praxtour.eu for more information about Praxtour,
the newest route films and free updates.
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